East Orange School District
Grades 6-12 Choice Board (FICTION & NONFICTION)
You are required to read daily and complete 3 choice board activities weekly based on the chapters you read each week. This will help you set a
purpose for reading. Click on the bold BLUE links for helpful anchor charts, videos, or graphic organizers.

Word Choice

Examine the word choice in
the section you just read..
Make a list of words, phrases,
and passages that are
especially descriptive,
powerful, funny,
thought-provoking, or
surprising, Explain why you
selected them and why the
author might have selected
them.

Compare & Contrast

Write a bio-poem about
yourself and another about a
main character in the book so
your readers see how you and
the character are alike and
different. Be sure to include
the most important traits in
each poem.
Click this link for a  bio-poem

Illustrator/Artist

Asking Questions

Good readers create pictures in
their minds as they read. Using
template in the link below,
draw pictures related to the
reading you have just done. It
can be a sketch, cartoon,
diagram, flowchart, or stickDevelop a list of questions that
figure scene.
you have about one part of the
book or the whole book..
Click this link for the
Create a list of them during or
template.
after your reading. Click on
this link for Question Stems.

Book Playlist

You have been asked to create
a CD of 10 songs that
represent the novel that you
have just read. Create a
playlist for songs that reflect
the themes in the novel. List
the song’ titles and artists,
and which section of the novel
that you think the song
represents and why.

Author’s Purpose

Making Connections

Make connections between
the events of the book and
other people, places, or events
in school, the community, or
your own life. Use this link for
Sentence Starters

 T heme

Write the Sequel

Write the first chapter in the
sequel to the book. What
characters will you include?
What will be the major conflict
or tension? Where and when
will the sequel or chapter take
place? Be sure to use a similar
language and writing style to
the original novel.
Short Story Planning
Template
Create a Movie Poster

What is the universal lesson or
theme of this text? Provide
evidence from this text to
support your response.

What is the author’s purpose for
writing the book and how do
you know? Provide evidence
from the text to support your
response. Use this link for an
author's purpose graphic
organizer.

You’ve been hired to design
and create the MOVIE POSTER
for a movie version of the book
you have just read. Cast the
major characters with modern
day actors. Keep in mind the
mood, symbols and themes of
the novel and incorporate
them into your design.

Plot

 oint Of View
P
Rewrite an important scene
from the story from a different
character’s point of view. Here
is a helpful link for point of
view.

Summarization
Write a summary of one
chapter or the whole text
using the Name It, Verb It
strategy.

Cause and Effect
Identify 3 cause and effect
scenarios that occurred in the
text.
Use this link for a graphic
organizer

Identify the main elements of
the plot by completing a plot
diagram.

Character’s Perspective

Create a trailer
Use iMovie, PowToon, or any
other presentation tool to
create a trailer for your Book.

Analyze a problem in this story
from two different character
perspectives. Write your
thinking and reasoning on a
piece of paper to present to the
class.

Classify 6-10 characters into
the following categories:
Trustworthy, Mischievous,
Daring, Kind, Hardworking

Click this link for the t emplate

Use this link for a plot diagram

Picture This! Create a Story
Photo Collage
Locate and save ten images
that represent an aspect to a
story. The pictures can be
representative of character,
events/conflict, symbols,
themes, or the setting.

Example

Create a photo collage of your
images using a online site such
as Loupe Collage, BeFunky
Photo Editor, o r P
 icMonkey.

Character Analysis

Using text evidence, give
examples to describe why you
classified them where you did.
Test Your Knowledge

Using Google Forms or Quizlet
create a quiz based on your
story with a minimum of 10
questions. Use a variety of
question types - including
multiple choice and short
answer (text response). Create
an answer key in Google Docs
and include a link your online
quiz. If you use quizlet, include
more than one activity.
Questions should be about the
story’s characters, plot,
conflict, themes, etc.

Social Media Hack
Create social media posts for a
main character in the story.
Media posts should accurately
reflect the viewpoint, plot, or
conflict from the story. *Access
the social media templates
links to copy into Drive for
editing. Share your work from
Drive.

Facebook Profile and Status
Updates
Twitter Profile and Feed
Instagram Account and Posts

Censorship

Did You Know?

Ponder the reasons/ways in
which the book you read has
been or may be challenged or
censored. Argue for or against
challenging or censoring the
text. Why is it or isn’t is a
threat to readers? Click on the
Debate.org link for
information on censorship.

List 5-10 new things you
learned about the topic in your
book.

Movie Pitch
Write a convincing business
letter to a movie production
company urging it to
transform the book into a film.
Give suggestions as far as film
title, casting, locations, plot
changes, soundtrack music,
etc. Persuade the producers
why widespread audiences
would pay money to see this
film.

Use this link for a template

Be prepared to share your new
knowledge with your group in
September!

Author Study

Acrostic Summary

For Real

Create an acrostic summary on
the topic of your book.
Example: Bats
● Bats come in different
colors.
● All bats are mammals.
Connect your book to a
● They eat insects and
fruit.
current event or social issue.
● Some people are
Using textual evidence and
scared of bats.
analytical skills, determine

Infographic
Create a visual poster about
your book. You can use Google
Draw or a tool like Piktochart
(ask your parents to help
create an account)

how the book is similar or
different from the current
event or social issue.

Example

Fan Fiction

Gender Bender

Ghost Writer

Write in the style of the
author. Use his/her voice, use
of literary techniques,
structure, etc. You can rewrite
the ending, create a new
chapter, or restructure the text
to flashback or flash forward.

Rewrite a chapter changing
the major character’s gender.
Discuss how the change in
gender affects plot, conflict,
etc. For nonfiction, how would
real-life events have been
different if genders were
switched?

Write an original rap song
based on the themes, motifs,
or conflicts in the text. Don’t
simply summarize the plot!!
Oh no! Your rap must consist
of 3 verses, consisting of 16
bars and 3 chorus.
You can model your rap after a
popular one by rewriting the
lyrics. Just make sure you give
a shout-out to the original
lyricist and/or rapper.

Use the Acrostic Poem
Generator as a resource and
guide. Share your summary
with your group!

Using a biographical lens,
provide an in-depth case study
of the author, using credible
sources and APA citations such
as biographies, author
websites, published works,
Note the ways in which you
awards, interviews,
emulated the author’s style.
accomplishments, etc. DO
Please
provide a short synopsis
NOT simply provide a life story
of
the
book you have chosen
of the author. You MUST prove
and a sample of his or her
how the author’s life affected
writing (verbatim).
his or her work.

Click here to learn more about
How To Count and Write 16
Bars in Rap

